
Investigation 1

This activity will help you understand how the Earth 
rotates on its axis and we get night and day.

Equipment: wooden skewer; large styrofoam ball; 
small piece of modelling clay; torch

 1. Carefully push the skewer through the middle of 
the foam ball. The ball is ‘Earth’ and skewer is 
Earth’s ‘axis’.

 2. Press the clay onto the part of the Earth where you live.

 3. One of you holds the Earth on a slight tilt. Slowly rotate the Earth 
on the tilt. The other shines the torch (sun) at the Earth as it rotates. 
When the sun shines on the modelling clay, it is daytime where you 
live. 

 4. Swap places and repeat step 3. 

Extra!: One of you pretends to be the ‘Earth’ and sits on a swivel chair. 
The other holds a torch and is the ‘sun’. The sun shines on the Earth as it 
rotates (as the chair swivels).

Extra! Extra!: You need another person as well as yourselves. The extra 
person swivels the ‘Earth’ in the chair (so the Earth is rotating) while slowly 
revolving it around the ‘sun’ to orbit it.

Investigation 2

This activity will help you understand how the Earth 
revolves around the sun while rotating on its axis.

Equipment: the Earth prop from Investigation 1, 
large plastic or leather ball

 1. One student holds the large ball on his or her head. This is the ‘sun’.

 2. The other holds the Earth and slowly rotates it while tilted on its 
axis. While you are doing this, slowly take small sidesteps as you 
move (revolve) around the sun. It will take a ‘year’ to orbit the 
sun.

 3. Swap places and repeat Step 2.

How does the Earth rotate and revolve?
You need to work with a partner to complete these activities. Follow the instructions 
and tick the boxes as you complete each step or activity.
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